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Context and Research Goal
Designers draw extensively to externalize their ideas and communicate with others. While
design drawings are traditionally created with pen and paper, novel user interfaces allow
designers to create sketches in 3D using pen tablets [1] or virtual reality devices [2] (Figure 1).
However, most of these tools produce 3D curves rather than surfaced 3D models. The goal of
this PhD is to develop methods capable of reconstructing 3D surfaces from unstructured “curve
clouds” produced with 3D sketching tools.

(a) ILoveSketch [1]
(b) TiltBrush [2]
Figure1: Novel user interfaces (a) and virtual reality devices (b) allow designers to draw 3D
sketches. Our goal is to reconstruct 3D surfaces from the drawn curves.
Approach
The problem of surfacing a curve network has been long studied in the Computer-AidedDesign community, including methods that leverage specific properties of design sketches,
such as surface curvature alignment with the drawn curves [3]. However, such methods assume
that the input curve network is well connected, forming well-defined cycles that bound surface
patches. Unfortunately, the strength of freehand sketching tools like ILoveSketch [1] and
TiltBrush [2] is that they give complete freedom to designers to create unstructured 3D curves,
which as a result do not form clean networks. While simple heuristics such as curve snapping
have been used to connect unstructured curves, they are often prone to errors.
In contrast, researchers in geometry processing have proposed a number of approaches to
robustly surface noisy point clouds [4]. We plan to take inspiration from this family of work to

derive robust methods to handle noisy curve clouds. In particular, we will study the use of
volumetric implicit functions extrapolated from the curves, as commonly done to generate isosurfaces from point sets [5].
Location
The PhD will take place at Inria Sophia Antipolis, on the beautiful French riviera. The research
will be conducted in the GraphDeco group (https://team.inria.fr/graphdeco/). The group does
research on image synthesis and computer-aided design.
The work will be done in collaboration with David Bommes, who is an expert in geometry
processing and numerical optimization (https://www.aices.rwth-aachen.de/people/bommes).
Requirements
The successful candidate should have taken courses in numerical optimization, computer
graphics, geometry processing. The candidate must have experience in C++ programming.
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